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Four Ways to Gain 
Greater Value from  
your Business Data

Data Analytics

Even with the power of Unit4 Financials at your fingertips, there are many processes around 
the system that can benefit from greater automation and streamlining.

From risk planning to consolidation, discover the modules and add-ons that can drive efficiency  
in your finance function.

Unit4 Financials XL is a user-friendly tool 
that combines the power and control of Unit4 
Financials with the familiarity and convenience of 
Microsoft Excel.  
 
It enables you to output, work with, display, share 
and even input your data, more easily and more 
reliably. It gives you reporting that harnesses the 

Unit4 Financials XL 

From Sales and Risk Planning to Profitability 
Analysis, finance teams need the right data to  
help them make informed decisions.  
 
That means providing them with the tools to delve 
into the detail that drives your business.

Unit4 Prevero gives you the integrated software you 
need for sophisticated planning, analysis 
and reporting. Take full control of your business 

FP&A (Prevero)

advantages of spreadsheets but overcomes their 
usual weaknesses and complexities. It feeds your 
reports with real-time data and makes them far 
easier to maintain and share.

Unit 4 Financials XL is one of a group of 
complementary applications that help you make the 
most of the Microsoft Excel skills your Accounting 
team already has – creating significant time and 
money savings for your whole organisation.
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Our Unit4 Financial Performance Management 
(FPM) suite combines powerful, easy-to-use 
solutions for group consolidation and cash 
planning with highly effective tools for financial 
performance reporting and analysis.

It allows you to easily cope with inputs from any 
number of ERP, finance and other business systems 
- including Unit4 Financials. It also enables you to 

FPM (Financial Performance Management)

Making Tax Digital regulations require the implementation of an end-to-end digital journey for VAT 
returns, with no manual interventions. Firms also need to keep up with the latest rule changes in a shifting 
regulatory environment.

To make the switch to digital simple, Avalara and Unit4 have partnered to integrate Unit4 Financials and Avalara’s 
VAT Reporting - providing you with a solution to automate all forms of VAT compliance in the UK, Europe and more 
than 50 countries around the world.

Avalara TAX Reporting

adapt quickly to new organisational structures, 
additional source systems, compliance regimes or 
GAAP reporting requirements:

Easily manage input, reconciliation & control

Consolidate complex accounts

Deliver improved reporting & analysis

planning and forecasting processes with this intuitive Corporate Performance Management (CPM) platform. 
Featuring integrated Business Intelligence (BI), it also gives you advanced analytical and reporting capabilities –  
all in a single solution.
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Why Millennium Consulting?

With more than 25 years’ experience, we are the 
experts at working with Unit4 Financials.  

We are a premier partner of Unit4 and a leading 
reseller around the world. We have the knowledge  
and expertise to help you augment and enhance 
your Unit4 Financials system. At Millennium 
Consulting, we help you create the configuration that 
is best for your business.

Discover how our modules and add-ons can improve performance and drive  
efficiency in your accounting process. Get in touch with our Unit4 Financials experts at  

assist@millenniumconsulting.com to begin the transformation of your finance function.

Enhance Your Unit4 Financials System


